
INTERACTIVE & PRACTICAL  

WORKSHOPS WHERE YOU’LL  

DISCOVER & TRY SOME OF THE 

AIM’S INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES. 

LEARN THE UNIQUE TOOLS AND 

STRATEGIES USED IN AN AIM 

LANGUAGE CLASSROOM!

   AIM WORKSHOP   

  MELBOURNE, VIC  

 BEGINNING AIM FRENCH AND A
IM MANDARIN 

 thursday   

 5TH march  
  2020.. 

 For Primary & secon
dary  

 teachers who are ne
w to  

 the AIM! 

  @ St Catherine’s School 
   Toorak, VIC, 3142 

NJ!!!
AUD$285 PER ATTENDEE 
 BOOK NOW TO SECURE
YOUR PLACE! 



In a short space of time, the Accelerative Integrated Methodology 
(AIM) will enable your students to develop a working proficiency 
in your target language. 

AIM brings true transformation to the experience of teaching 
and learning a second language by using these key strategies:

Gestures are used to introduce and reinforce vocabulary and 
enable a target-language only environment. These visual and 
kinaesthetic props allow new words and associated grammar 
to pass directly to meaning, so there is no need to translate 
back into the first language. 

Useful, key words are taught first. The most useful and high-
est-frequency words have been carefully selected and are 
introduced within the first few hours of instruction, giving 
students the tools they need to communicate from the very 
first class.  

Content-based instruction has been carefully designed to cre-
ate an immersion-like experience where students focus on 
task-based activities relating to dramatic arts and literacy. 
Each kit culminates in activities that synthesize all that has 
been acquired through the kit. 

An inductive, contextualized approach to grammar ensures 
abstract grammar concepts are taught in a meaningful way. 
Grammar raps help students understand language patterns. 
Students are amazed to discover that grammar can be both 
cool and fun! 

Cooperative learning activities get students working with each 
other, speaking and writing creatively in the target  
language.
 
The highly participatory and active learning environment  
in an AIM classroom ensures students of all abilities and 
learning styles are supported.

Songs, dances, raps & music  

 Teach grammar inductively

the revolutionary ‘Gesture Approach’

create a target-language-only classroom  

 Language manipulation 

Rapidly develop written fluency!

 CONDUCT YOUR CLASS LIKE A LINGUISTIC CHOIR!

The ultimate transference of language 

 Creative story retelling

Create a classroom library 

 Use images, films and the PDL!

 Incorporate technology

Jump-start your students’ oral fluency! 

In these workshops, French, Spanish, Mandarin and Japanese 
teachers will be introduced to the AIM (Accelerative Integrated 
Methodology) and shown how this innovative method of 
teaching, which uses music, drama and gesture, can work 
synergistically to rapidly increase second language acquisition 
and fluency.

This approach, unlike most contemporary programs, is 
based on stories rather than themes and allows for a 
greater emotional involvement on the part of the student; 
moreover, the extensive use of song and drama gives plenty of 
opportunity for ‘pleasant repetition’, an essential ingredient in 
the development of language proficiency.

TOPICS COVERED WILL INCLUDE: 

• Gestures and the PDL (Pared Down Language)

• The Essential Elements of AIM - it’s NOT about the play- 
develop critical fluency for life!

• Practising the plays, recycling, revising, repeating the high 
frequency vocabulary and how to make this process fun!

• Spring-boarding from the plays into authentic language 
activities. Projects and more!

• Strategies for Success in the AIM Classroom.

• AIM, the CEFR, CLIL, Action-Oriented Activities

• Targeting the Target Language: Essential phrases, 
expressions & pleasant repetition.

• Get them speaking spontaneously!  
The How? The Why? The Fun!

• Making Grammar Fun: The Inductive Approach.

• Classroom Management, Tips & Techniques.

• Assessment in an AIM Classroom.

• Integrating Culture and Action-Oriented Tasks.

• Music and the AIM.

• Images, moving-images and the AIM.

• ICT and the AIM.

• The Australian curriculum and the AIM: Above and beyond.

WHAT TO EXPECT AT THE WORKSHOP 

What is AIM?

To learn more about AIM, visit:  

www.aimanz.com/what-is-the-aim/ 

GET STARTED WITH AIM 
For teachers new to AIM “The Gesture Approach” 



 French youtube clips                     

Here are my grade 4s after three  
weeks of French! It’s a verb-based  
approach so forming questions is easy for them! 
2 http://youtu.be/O64YX5uldLg 

Here’s a fun way we learn the gestures using opposites: 
2 http://youtu.be/Z9YRb64hzHo

 Mandarin youtube clips                    

Nathan, the boy who didn’t want to  
learn... until AIM: 
2 http://youtu.be/Idre3NIVfI4

A verb-based approach so structures such as questions can 
form within weeks of beginning to learn Chinese: 
2 http://youtu.be/LIFJPLuOrqw

Using gestures to acquire fluency! 
2 http://youtu.be/sMHV0bqlpXw

 Spanish youtube clips                                    

 Spanish AIM in action!  
 2 http://youtu.be/gn3Cn9rjL3U

 japanese youtube clips                              

Following gestures to tell a story: 
2 http://youtu.be/59yYxNHSRcw

How to enter a classroom:  
2 http://youtu.be/1IGhRrdkE5I

REGISTRATION:$285 +GST*

Early-bird rate of  $250   if you pay by 30/01/2020 
 
We need a minimum of 10 attendees per language/level 
group, as we have presenters coming from all corners of the 
globe, so tell your friends and colleagues!

register online at: www.aimanz.com/workshops 

LANGUAGES:
Beginning AIM French and Mandarin

March 5th (THURSday) at: 
St Catherine’s School  
17 Heyington Pl, Toorak VIC 3142

WORKSHOPS run from 9:00am-3:00pm 

Your registration fee includes lunch as well as coffee and 
tea during the break.

Any questions? Talk to Jen! 

Phone: +61 (0)415 415 769   or email: jen@aimanz.com

And join us on Facebook at: 
www.facebook.com/groups/AIMLanguageLearningANZ 
 

 

AIM Language Learning Australia & New Zealand  

ABN: 24635477225 

www.aimanz.com

* International transactions are GST free. 

REFUNDS: Due to the costs involved in bringing over our wonderful 
international presenters for the conference, full refunds are not possible.  
Please speak to Jen if you need to cancel.

“ If I had to choose one thing that distinguishes AIM  

classrooms from the more typical core French classes,  

it's the level of emotional investment that the kids have  

in the process, and the fun that they are having.  

That’s fuel that drives the learning process. ” (Dr Jim Cummins, OISE University)

“ 

When talking to teachers, consultants and people in edu-

cation, they all support your program and they are sometimes 

thrilled by it when they see the involvement of those kids and 

those teachers. Even those who doubt at first come around 

very quickly when they see it in action. ” (Dr David Booth, University of Toronto)

The details  What The experts say
about the AIM: 

Video links-    
see AIM in action!: 

2


